GHOST MP / GHOST MP METAL

NEW

AUTOMATIC SELF-PERFORATING
PUNCHING MACHINE
High-performing automatic self-perforating punching machine for heavy PVC banners
and textiles. Designed to be solid and durable. For high volumes users.
Fully automatic and extremely fast punching machine
availaible in two versions:
1. Ghost MP for plastic clear eyelets;
2. Ghost MP Metal for nickel plated steel eyelets
High performing: up to 60 eyelets per minutes
Electro-mechanical working mode: by pushing the foot
pedal the machine punches a hole in the material and
applies the eyelet and the washer in one single operation
Specific pre-cutting function to avoid the curling of
fabrics or very light materials: puncture + application of
the eyelet in two different phases
Automatic loading of eyelets and washers for hands free
working operations
Absolute precise application thanks to the laser pointer
Positioning washer sensor: the machine does not work if
the washer is not in place

Adjustment of cutting pressure and eyelets closing
Touch screen control panel to easily set up the
parameters such as: standard cutting, pre-cutting and
many other functions
Powerful engine to cut through heavy materials
Solid and safe construction to satisfy high performances
over time

SUITABLE FOR:
PVC banner

Non-woven fabric

Mesh

Truck tarpaulins

Fabric

Plastic materials

Large hoppers for eyelets
and washers

Working area protected by
transparent guard

Double raceway for
washers

User-friendly touch screen
control panel

Removable collecting drawer of
the processing waste

Stainless steel sliding surface

Clear plastic eyelet & washer
for Ghost MP

NEW

Command with foot pedal
(hands free operation)

Support stand on reinforced
wheels with brake, easy to be
moved around

CLEAR EYELETS

Ø 12 mm (0,5 in.)

They disappear in the material

Nickel plated steel eyelet & washer
Ø 12 mm (0,5 in.)
for Ghost MP Metal

Perfect for outdoor, do not rust
UV protection

Max. speed

60 occhielli/min

Support stand height

1010 mm (40 in.)

Working height

1110 mm (44 in.)

Power supply

230 V - 50 Hz - 750 W

Chlorides and phthalates free

Dimensions (W x D x H)

750 x 184 x 940 mm (30 x 7 x 37 in.)

Weight

270 kg (595 lbs.)

Environmentally friendly: perfect match with
green inks

Packing dimensions (L x P x H)

1150 x 940 x 2100 mm (46 x 37 x 83 in.)

Packing weight

280 kg (617 lbs.)

PVC free
Heavy metals free (lead, cadmium and mercury)
Anti-corrosives free: hexavalent chromium

Can be recycled with the media

Air compressor required (not included). Silent oil free model provided by Flexa: 230 V - 50 HZ - 60 db

Distributor
Manufactured in compliance
with CE regulations
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Compressor air filter (6 bar)
for eyelets feeding
(accessory not included)

